
- The C&C Lighting Fire Rated Recessed Ceiling 
Light series passed fire rated in UL 263 tested 
comes with a Certified 2-Hour Fire Rating back 
plate which provides a reinforced and heat 
resistant casing for up to 2 hours of protection . 
This unique design and technology has been 
patented and offers an affordable solution in 
applications.

- 2 Hour Fire Rated Without additional housing or 
hardware

- Installation Dimension Available in all standard 6" 
round openings

- Heat Resistant Casing Provides up to 2 hours fire 
protection

- Heavy Duty Steel Spring Clips for easy 
installation

- Plenum Rated Cable For commercial installations
- Connection Box Comes with Junction Box & 

Driver,No Housing Required.
- 1/2" Thin Install Directly Under Joists, Maximum 

Layout Flexibility
- CRI 80+,  90+ True color rendering
- CCT 5CCT range changeablen,2700k,3000K, 

4000K, 5000K  and 6000K

PRODUCT FEATURE 

ACCESSARIES 
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WHAT ARE FIRED RATED RECESSED LIGHT?
Fire rated downlights are lighting fixtures that have been designed and tested to resist the spread of fire in ceilings or walls. 
They typically feature a fire-resistant casing or cover, as well as intumescent material that expands when exposed to heat to 

seal off gaps and prevent flames from spreading. Fire rated downlights are commonly used in commercial and residential 
buildings to meet fire safety regulations and protect against potential hazards.

WHAT ARE THE STANDARDS FOR FIRE RATED LIGHTING?
Fire-rated lighting standards typically require that the light fitting maintains its structural integrity and fire resistance for a 

specified period, usually 30, 60, or 90 minutes, in the event of a fire. The standards also specify the type of materials and 
construction methods that must be used for the light fitting to meet the required level of fire resistance. Additionally, 

fire-rated lighting may need to comply with other relevant standards, such as those related to electrical safety and energy 
efficiency.

HOW TO SPOT FAKE AND SHODDY FIRE RATED RECESSED LIGHT? 
One way to spot fake or shoddy fireproof downlights is to look for certification markings from recognized organizations such 

as UL or ETL, which test and certify products for safety. It's also important to purchase from reputable sellers and avoid 
suspiciously low-priced items, as these may indicate a lower quality or unsafe product.

Fre rated recessed downlights can close off the ceiling cutout hole and slow down the spread of fire in the event of a fire,  
compared to traditional downlights. They effectively block the hole cut into the ceiling.

On each downlight they have an Fireproof Cotton is activated at temperatures above 190°C  and unidirectional expansion the 
5 times soon, to prevent fire and smoke spread to other parts of the building, and ultimately slow the spread of fire.  

Different fire rated downlights have different fire rated times, varying for 30, 60, 90 and 120 minutes.
*Other special requirements please confirm with our sales.
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9W/12W/14W

5CCT

100LM/W

ORDERING INFORMATION
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